Singer/Songwriter Jim Gill will perform a live family concert at Boone County Public Library, 1786 Burlington Pike, on Friday, November 5 at 7:00 p.m.

Jim Gill offers more than a show – it’s an opportunity for family play! In concert, Jim bangs out energetic rhythms on his banjo while everyone claps, jumps, dances and even sneezes along. The concert is filled with songs from Jim’s award-winning recordings for young children and the play he uniquely conveys in his books.

Jim Gill is known as a musician and author, but he is also, by training, a child development specialist with a graduate degree from the Erikson Institute of Chicago. Because of his studies, his goal has always been to promote active play between adults and children with his music. Anyone who has ever seen one of Jim’s family concerts knows that rather than performing for the children and parents, Jim leads them to sing and play together.

This concert is supported, in part, by the Boone County Community Early Childhood Council.
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Highlights: Erikson Institute